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SOCIAL ASPECTS OF MARKET RISKS IN AGRICULTURE

William D. Heffernan*

The social consequences of risk in agriculture have received little serious

attention by sociologists in this country. A review of sociological literature

concerning risk in agriculture suggests that farmers may have certain attitudes

and beliefs because of the relatively high risk they face. Specifically, some

authors have suggested that the uncertainty of the weather is related to farmers

having a more conservative and fatalistic outlook on life. However, sound re-

search data in this area are lacking. One area which has received much research

attention is the relationship between risk and adoption of new ideas and tech-

nology (Lionberger, 1960; Rogers, 1958). Cancian (1967) has suggested that higher

status farmers are less likely to be innovative than lower status farmers.

However, a series of recently reported studies have cast serious doubt on Can-

cian's original hypothesis (Morrison et al, 1975). Most of these studies have

Utilized data from other countries and the relevance to commercial farmers in

this country is questionable.

Finding little information to address the topic directly, I have been forced

to draw on theories and studies of a more general nature and suggest how

such information might be utilized in examining social aspects of increased

risk in United States agriculture. The major purpose of this meeting is to

suggest areas of needed research and possible approaches. Rather than to pre-

sent a list of needed research I have chosen to select several issues and sug-

gest how they might be related to risk in agriculture. At best the relationships

. William D. Heffernan is an Associate Professor of Rural Sociology, Uni-
versity of Missouri-Columbia.*
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that I am about to suggest should be viewed as research hypotheses. Obvious-

ly they need to be sharpened, redefined, and most of all tested. My purpose

is not to suggest that we already have answers, but rather to indicate what

I consider to be fruitful avenues of inquiry and possible theoretical frame-

works to guide such inquiry.

The Farmer and the Farm Goal 

Before discussing the social consequences of high risk in agriculture

and the possible mechanisms to reduce the risk, we need to determine what

segment of society we are discussing. Who are the "farmers"? As the

structure of farming changes, the "full-time farmer" who farms a modest hold-

ing is becoming rarer. Today we see such agricultural structure as the

following: large corporations owning and managing agricultural production

units, large corporations with formal contractual relationships with growers,

hobby farmers, tax loss farmers, nominal farming performed on land held for

speculation and a large portion of part-time farmers. One reason for asking

who is the farmer is to better determine the goals being pursued by the

production unit. Increased risk in agriculture will not have the same

consequence for the different types of production units since their goals

may vary considerably.

Increasing agreement is found among students of complex organizations

that the major (if we can talk of major) goal of a corporate type of struc-

ture is that of survival. In organizations characterized by the separation

of ownership and control the individual managers have a vested interest in

seeing to it that the organization survives so that their work position is

not eliminated. To survive, such an organization must pursue many strategies

or pursue a multiple number of lesser goals or means such as returning a

sufficient dividend to stockholders so that they do not withdraw capital
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from the organization. Simon (1957), in discussing this point, said that it

was no longer appropriate to talk in terms of maximizing the achievement

of each goal. Instead an organiztion at any point in time acts to satisfice

these goals, that is, bring the achievement of each of the goals up to some

minimum level. so that it does not threaten the survival of the organization.

Tausky (1970, p. 71) states, "Statisficing is the best one can do under

conditions of uncertainty." Such corporations engaging in agricultural

production would be interested in economic models which are designed to

satisfice the profit goal, but not necessarily maximize it.

Much has been written on the vital role of risk in the behavior of

complex organizations and it is tempting to expand upon this idea, but the

role of corporations in basic agricultural production would suggest that

they not be over-emphasized.

Let me now move to a second category of farmers -- that of hobby farmers

and tax-loss farmers. While these categories are not clearly defined, it

is rather obvious that they are quite different from family farmers. Cer-

tainly their goals are other than attempting to maximize farm income. The

question is whether it is even apprppriate to speak of statisficing the

profit goals. They will react to risk in ways quite different from family

farmers, whose major source of income is from agriculture and corporations

whose interest is in survival. To tax-loss farmers the increased risk may

be of minor importance, except such a farmer may realize less loss than he

had planned in one year and not enough loss the second period.

The category of farmers which has received the most attention is that of

the family farmer. Within this category much diversity exists. The agri-

cultural production units range from well capitalized farmers nearing retire-

ment to young family farmers who are just beginning. Their survival as farmers

early in their career is threatened if they have one or two years of heavy
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financial loss.

One of the problems in discussing family farms is the difficulty in

separating the goals of the production units, as one can do for large-scale

organizations, from the goals of the managers. The individual goals of managers

to maintain their work position might be related to the goals of survival of

the organization, but at least it is possible to separate individual goals

from organizational goals. Indeed, this conflict between individual and or-

ganizational goals has long been the central focus of much research in com-

plex organizations. In the case of family farms the separation of goals of

the organization and the individual are not clear. The goals of the individual

farmer frequently become the goals of the organization. Thus, to understand

the goals of what we might call the production unit we must first look at

the goals of the farmers.

Goals of Individuals 

General agreement exists among social scientists that man is a goal

oriented creature. The great debate surrounds how clearly the goals are

defined, how well individuals succeed in pursuing their goals and the ration-

ality of the goals. For the purposes of this paper, I wish only to stress

that individuals have many goals, both economic and social-psychological which

they are simultaneously striving to achieve. Since the individual farmer

and his spouse are largely responsible for the decisions of the farm produc-

tion unit, it follows that their personal goals may be reflected in the

managerial decisions of the farm. If we are to determine the consequences

of increased risk in agriculture, the question becomes, "What are the major

goals that the farmer seeks to achieve and how will risk affect these goals?"

A commonly held view, and one that received support from the early work

of Dubin (1956), argues that most workers see work as a means to an end;
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workers work only for money and that they fulfill their other needs in non-

work time. Dubin has referred to this as one's "central life interest."

Later research raised serious questions concerning whether blue-collar

workers perceive work as only a means to an end, but the overwhelming evidence

suggests that managers and professionals gain much of their meaning in

life from their work (Orzack, 1959). For the farmer the family farm is more

than just a source of income, rather it becomes a mechanism through which

the farmer achieves many or most of his needs.

If one grants that individuals are pursuing multiple goals, then just

as in the case of complex organizations, we can speak of goals being satis-

ficed. Maslow not only presented a list of needs but suggested a ranking of

these needs which is useful when discussing risk. Maslow (1943) arranges

the five needs of man in a hierarchy of prepotencies, stating that an indivi-

dual seeks to fulfill the lower level needs before moving up the hierarchy.

He lists the most basic need as that of providing for physical necessities

(food, clothing and shelter). Next comes the need for security followed

by the need for belonging (social need), the need for recognition and the

need for self-actualization. Since risk is the opposite of security, Maslow

would say that once the farmer has fulfilled his basic physical needs, he

would next be concerned with providing for his security needs through the

management of risk. This suggests that the position a farmer occupies

on his need hierarchy may have great implications for what goals will be

especially important at any given time. A young farmer may be trying des-

perately to fulfill his basic physical and security needs while a relatively

debt-free established farmer may be more interested in fulfilling his higher

level needs. Increased risk means unfulfilled security for the younger

farmer, but if the increased risk is not so great as to activate the
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established farmers needs for security, his goals may not be altered.

Benefits Received by Grape Producers 

Recently we surveyed all the grape producers in the state of Missouri.

In that study we included the question, "what benefits do you receive from

producing groups?" The respondents were asked to rank the three benefits

they felt to be the most important. While I would not wish to suggest that

goals are synonymous with the benefits received, certainly the perceived

benefits give us some indication of the motivational factors influencing the

farmer. About 40 percent of the producers listed the income received as the

number one benefit. Another one-fourth of the respondents indicated the

opportunity to be one's own boss as the most important benefit; 10 percent

listed the type of work as the most important benefit. The remaining one-

fourth of the respondents selected from a wide range of benefits such as

security, carrying on a family tradition, chance to be close to nature and

a good place to raise children. The three most important benefits were then

grouped together. From the standpoint of Maslow's hierarchy of need, it was

interesting to note that two-thirds of the producers listed income received

as one of the three most important benefits and only ten percent of the

respondents selected security as one of the three most important benefits.

The fact that income was not a benefit for a third of the growers sug-

gests that many growers did not depend upon grape production as a major

source of income. (Over three-fourths of the respondents incidated that they

received some nonfarm income.) The point is not to suggest that economic

benefits are not important for one-third of the producers. Just like the

managers in the corporations, the farmers must insure that the production

unit survives if he is to receive the noneconomic benefits he listed. The

producer may, however, have little interest in maximizing the economic benefits;
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he may be content to satisfice these benefits. If the increased risk does

not threaten the survival of the production unit and if the major goal of

the farm is not economic or security in nature, then the increased risk may

have limited consequences for the production unit. This suggests that risk

is of two types. The first"type indicates the risk of not obtaining suffi-

cient income to cover the cost of production, and thus threatens the survival

of the production unit and the fulfillment of even the basic needs. This is

the risk of not statisficing; the second type of risk is that of not maximizing.

This type suggests that the farmer fails to receive maximum profits. While

maximizing profits may be necessary to satisfy the farmers physical or security

needs, for many farmers it represents the fulfillment of recognition and self

actualization needs. Farmers concerned with the second type of risk may have

little interest in learning to use futures contracts or hedging mechanisms

to reduce risk. They prefer to "try their' luck" at outguessing the market.

Social Risks 

When discussing risk, the implication is often economic risk. One

should not however, overlook the social risk as a cost to the family farmer.

A farmer who goes into bankruptcy does not just face economic defeat, but

likely experiences reduced social status in the farm community. Very likely

his own personal identity may be altered as a consequence. Studies of the

adoption of new ideas have shown that this risk of social status is related

to the lack of innovativeness.

Some years ago, Rogers (1960, p. 122) suggested that farmers who had large

equipment or elaborate farmsteads which could not be economically justified

were guilty of conspicuous consumption. As I drive by some of the coffee

shops, where local farmers gather for morning coffee and discussion, and

observe the four-wheel drive pick-ups with CB radios and possibly a goose-neck
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trailer, I have to ask myself whether these farmers are trying to maximize

their social or their economic goals. The farmers may purchase particular

types of equipment or make other alterations in their farming operation not

because of the economic benefits, but because of their social status in the

community. In Maslows' terms, their social or recognition needs may be

receiving high priority.

Risk, Anxiety and Social Consequences

As risk increases in agriculture, farmers are less able to determine

with certainty a course of behavior which will be consistent with the achieve-

ment of their particular goals. This leads to individual frustration which

in turn affects personal interaction. Psychologists say that 'when an

individual suffers severe or prolonged frustration, this inability to achieve

his goal may give rise to feelings of personal failure and anxiety. Goal

directed problem solving behavior may then be supplanted by behavior aimed

at defending his self-conception and warding off threats to his self esteem"

(Krech et al p. 119). This defensive behavior may take several forms; some

of which will have major sociological implications. Nine defensive reactions

which have received much attention are: (1) aggression; (2) regression;

(3) withdrawal; (4) repression; (5) reaction formation; (6) rationalization;

(7) projection; (8) autlism; and (9) identification.

The question that immediately arises is which of the foregoing defense

mechanisms will be triggered by farmers as they facewhat they perceive to be

high risk. Let me trace the implications of a couple of these reactions.

The social consequences for the family, the rural community and indeed the

agricultural production system will then become apparent.

Aggressive acts are frequently the result of accumulative tensions

arising from persistant frustration. It takes the form of anger, physical
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violence against objects and people, and verbal attacks against others. Often

the target or aggression is not related to the cause of the situation. Thus

the farmer's wife or children may be the victims of such frustration. ( I

wonder what the family life has been for farm families depending primarily on

hog production for income during the past couple of weeks when hog prices

have fluctuated so greatly?). Likewise, a farmer attending an evening board

meeting or a meeting of a voluntary organization at a time when he is highly

frustrated may lash out very strongly towards someone who disagrees with his

point of view.

The fertilizer supplier may also find that he is the victim of the

farmer's aggression when he tells the farmer that there has been an increase

in the price. The frustration and the individual response to that frustration

are not limited only to the farmer but like a stone thrown into water may cause

ripples that circle outward. For example, the farmer victimized the supplier,

the supplier may victimize is wife, the wife may victimize the son and the

son may victimize the dog. None of the victims had any logical connection

to the problem, but the social-psychological consequences continue to ripple.

A second reaction is that of withdrawal from the situation. The in-

dividual experiencing great frustration may attempt to build fences to cut

himself off from contacts with those situations stressing the frustration.

The most obvious means of withdrawal is to cease farming, but few farmers

will take this option. While continuing to farm, however, the individual

may try to reduce contact with those elements in his environment which renew

or emphasize this frustration. Rather than following the market trends and

attempting to study the possible outcomes to make a reasonably logical de-

cision, the farmer may react by essentially ignoring any information at all

concerning markets. He may react by making fewer attempts than ever to follow

an orderly marketing process. This withdrawal may be ever more pervasive
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and lead to withdrawal from social interaction. Perhaps this will be more

important if the possible negative outcome is a lack of social status, in

Maslow's terms, an inadequate fulfillment of social need or recognition.

The farmer sensing a possible loss of social status may begin reducing his

interaction with friends and neighbors even though the negative event itself

never occurs.

Another reaction which perhaps has less potential damaging consequences

for family and community, but which may cause frustration on the part of the

banker or farm management specialist working with farmers, is reaction

formation. This reaction is evident when an individual displays behavior that

is directly opposite to that which he would be expected to follow. A farmer

in deep financial trouble may appear before his banker portraying an image

of having everything well under control. In fact he may even discuss with the

banker the possibility of expanding into a high risk area. Unless the banker

has a strong background in psychology and counselling, the banker becomes

frustrated!

The remaining six reactions listed could also lead to problems of

social interaction, but will not be elaborated here. It should be stressed

that these barriers to interpersonal relations not only have social conse-

quences for families and rural communities, but as suggested they also have

serious consequences for the total food and fiber production and distribution

system. Problems of interpersonal relations rapidly lead to a breakdown in

communications and thus, a lack of coordination in various segments of the

system. If a strain in the communication system develops between the farmer

and his credit agency, or a farmer and his supplier, a lack of coordination

can be predicted. With a breakdown in coordination, the problem of having

the necessary resources at the appropriate time is obvious. This breakdown

in communication and coordination suggests that resources in agriculture will
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likely not move into those areas where they would maximize efficiency.

Adequate communication is required if the decision makers are to have the

necessary information to make sound decisions and to direct resources toward

their most efficient employment. This is not to suggest in any way that all

resources currently moving into the food and fiber system are employed to

maximize efficiency. The suggestion is that a breakdown in communication

and coordination in the system will lead to additional inefficiency in the

use of resources in the system.

Consequences of Risk for Farm Organizations 

More could be said concerning the relationship between risk and its in-

fluence on the family and how it might be related to strains in family re-

lations. Likewise, the increased risk in agriculture could have considerable

social consequences for rural communities. As individuals begin withdrawing

from community participation and taking an even more conservative approach

in community activities (Vidich and Bensman, 1966), one can anticipate the

passage of fewer bond issues indicating a reluctance for people exposed to

higher risk to make long range community commitments. The general result

will be a deterioration of community services which rely on local funds and

voluntary support. Rather than detailing the social impacts on the local

communities, I will shift to a discussion of the ramifications of the increased

risk for the structure of agriculture, which has also been shown to have con-

sequences for local communities (Heffernan, 1972; Heffernan and Lasley, 1975).

The full-time commercial family farmer probably experiences the greatest

risk because he is least able to control the forces which affect those out-

comes upon which he depends to provide his basic needs. In the foregoing

discussion of the reaction to frustration, the implicit assumption was that

farmers would be passive and attempt to individually adjust to the factors
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or risk in their environment rather than actively seeking to alter that

risk. While this assumption may be appropriate for some farmers, the history

of farm movements has shown such an assumption to be questionable. The

history of the American farmer indicates that when he has become frustrated

with the economic situation, he has taken an active role in trying to alter the

situation. At such times, the farmer found hope in collective action

(Taylor, 1971). Recent chapters in the farmer's movement were written as

a result of the formation of NFO in the late '50's when a group of farmers

in southwestern Iowa began meeting together to discuss the cost-price squeeze

which was forcing farmers out of agriculture. Prior to the NFO, the Farmers

Holiday Movement was active in some Midwestern states. These movements

clearly showed that segments of farmers did not withdraw; they joined together

for action. At times, aggressive acts which were shown earlier to be asso-

ciated with frustration were evident in group form.

Last spring, a relatively unorganized group sprang up in reaction to

the USDA's call for "fence row-to-fence row" production without what the

farmers felt to be an adequate guaranteed market price. Apparently the first

meetings were held in Illinois, but the ideas were rapidly dispersed to

other states. The goal of the loosely organized groups composing this

movement which became known as the United Farmers Organization was to have

the farmers reduce their spring plantings by 10-15 percent. The reason

was to reduce the supply of farm commodities, thereby reducing the risk of

low prices and low farm income in the fall. I had the opportunity to attend

a couple of the meetings of this group. Speaking only of the meetings which

I attended, it was not the marginal or small farmer who organized the meeting,

bought ads in the local newspapers and guaranteed the one hundred dollar

rent for use of a college auditorium in which to hold the meeting. It was
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the high status farmers considered to be agricultural leaders in the com-

munity. Most of the farmers present signed pledges to restrict crop acre-

age. The organization did not, however, receive sufficient support for

restricting production prior to planting and the leaders of the organization

released the farmers from their pledges. I know of no farmers who restricted

their crop production and we can only speculate on how many night have honored

their pledges had they not been released. But the idea was there. The

organization has been dormant the last few months, but it is obvious from

talking with farmers this fall that the idea is not dead. We may see the same

movement emerge

focusing not so

on risk and how

elements of the

again. This is really the first organization which

much on the elements of the price-cost squeeze, but

it might reduced. This is not to suggest that risk

cost-price squeeze are not interelated, but to note

emerged

rather

and

where

the emphasis is placed.

If an organization like United Farmers Organization should emerge

and gain strength in the future and if it can enforce membership compliance

to reduce crop acreage, we will witness another milestone in the history

of collective bargaining in agriculture. Even though the family farms will

continue to be the major structural unit in such a system, the organization

of the food and fiber system will have been greatly altered from the family

farm open-market model we have known in the past -- a system in which the

individual farmer and

Collective bargaining

ing the supply of the

the government largely determined the production.

suggests a centralization of decision making concern-

agriculture commodities and rings a final bell for the

waning competitive Market system in agriculture. It would spell the begin-

ning of a new economic power force in the food and fiber system.

Such an organization will probably not emerge in the next year or two,

but the movement should not be dismissed too quickly. Collective bargaining
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is not new to agriculture, but certainly the attitude of farmers toward

collective bargaining has changed greatly since the early years of the NFO.

If attitudes toward collective bargaining in agriculture change as much in

the next 15 years, as they have in the past 15 years, such an organization may

come into existence. The question becomes, "How much freedom or decision

making prerogatives are farmers wi 1 1 ing to give up for reduced risk?" That

will vary from individual to individual depending to some extent on which

of his goals are prepotent. The foregoing of certain decision making pre-

rogatives threatens the fulfillment of the higher level needs, but it en-

hances the goal of security.

The movement may not result in a new farm organization, but a strength-

ening of old farm organizations and cooperatives and perhaps a coalition of

these current organizations. It is significant to note that many of the

organizers of the meeting last spring held memberships in other farm or-

ganizations. Local buying cooperatives and the larger cooperative system

represent variations in this collective action on the part of farmers.

Additional  Adjustments to Increased Risk 

A second means by which the farm family might react to the increased

risk is through supplementing the family income from nonfarm sources or an

increase in part-time farming. If a farmer can insure the fulfillment of

his physical and security needs by having a nonfarm income source, he may

continue to fulfill some of his higher level needs from the farm. Two cur-

rent trends in this society would enforce this option: (1) the increasing

proportion of women in the labor force suggesting that the wife may seek non-

farm employment and (2) the movement of industrial locations from urban to

rural areas. Thus part-time farming may be viewed as one means of reducing

the risk of not satisficing the economic goal and threatening survival.
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It is also important to.Tealize that part-time farmers are a very

heterogeneous group.. Part-time farmers have frequently been equated with

low income farmers but recent research (Spitze and Hanson, 1972) has shown

that part-time farmers do make up a large proportion of the large, as well

as the small agricultural production units.

A third reaction of family farmers to increased market risk is a reduc-

tion in the trend toward specialization, a trend well documented in in-

dustrial societies. One of the old mechanisms frequently utilized by farmers

in this country to reduce risk is that of diversification of farm production.

The large feedlots which only feed cattle, face a greater risk than Midwest

farmers who raise their own calves, raise their own grain and feed their

own cattle. The trend has been towards increased specialization, but farmers

may take a second look before "putting all of their eggs into one basket."

I'm not suggesting that we will necessarily see a reversal in the trend

toward increased specialization, but perhaps the trend will be slowed.

Another trend which may be slowed is the trend toward the relatively

rapid adoption of new practices and technology in agriculture. The adoption

of any new idea of technology carries with it many risks of its own. When

the risk which is inherent in the adoption of new technology is added to the

generally increased risk in agriculture, we can predict a reduction in the

amount of innovation that will take place. Farmers will not be as willing

to take on this added risk and thus, will be more likely to continue their

old methods of production in which the outcome is more predictable when

the price for the product is highly unpredictable. Given the energy con-

cern in this country and the efforts being made to determine ways to reduce

the energy input into agriculture, the importance of this consequence for

agricultural production should not be overlooked.
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Consequences of Risk for the Agricultural Structure 

Although commercial family farms will likely need to make some adjust-

ments because of the increased risk in agriculture, corporate agriculture,

even with more risk spreading mechanisms available like geographic disper-

sion, will not necessarily thrive in time of high risk. Managers of large

organization abhor uncertainty. Thompson (1967, p. 159) says that all

administrative functions may be seen as a means of reducing uncertainty in

organizations. Tausky (1970) also devotes much attention to discussing the

high risk avoidance of complex organizations. He suggests four means are

employed by complex organizations to reduce risk. These include: (a) buf-

fering, such as stockpiling materials to that they are available when needed;

(b) leveling, spreading out of fluctuation in the environment; (c) forecast-

ing, the expending of resources to study and anticipate the future and

(d) the active control of the external environment -- vertical and horizon-

tal mergers.

Certainly, the broiler industry in this country is an example of a

large organization attempting to reduce uncertainty by gaining control of

those elements which will assist the organization in reducing its risk.

Hatcheries attempted to vertically integrate to insure a market for the

product, just as did feed companies. The purpose of this integration was

to reduce the risk of not having a market for the original product. Since

the effort was not to maximize profits and since the corporations were

well capitalized and could take a longer-time perspective, the risk in

broiler production faced by the integrating organization was much less than

for the supply firm which did not so integrate. Most firms which did not

integrate were eliminated as suppliers in the broiler industry.

The possibility of becoming aligned with a large integrating firm

also reduces some of the risk for the family farmer since he shares the
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capital expense with the integrating firm and since he gains access to the

forecastir: function provided by the corporation. In the late 1970's, I

examined some of the social aspects of the broiler industry in northern

Louisiana. One of the questions I asked was why the grower entered into for-

mal contractual relationships with an integrating firm? Almost half of

the growers indicated that they entered into contract production because they

could not provide the necessary capital needed in any other way. Another one-

fourth of the growers indicated they entered contract production because less

risk was involved; the remaining one-fourth said that they entered contract

production because of lack of market for independent producers. Although

three-fourths of the growers entered such an arrangement because of a lack

of choice, vertical integration was perceived by some as a cooperative

process whereby the grower could reduce his risk. Vertical integration

becomes a socio-economic arrangement in which both the integrating organization

And the growers can reduce their risk. The cost to the grower for this

reduction of risk is the loss of many decision making prerogatives and the

loss of the chance to maximize profits.

Given the fact that complex organizations attempt to reduce risk, I

would anticipate that corporations would become more involved in agriculture

through vertical integration as a means of reducing risk than through

horizontal integration or "factories in the field" (Rhodes and Kyle, 1972).

The exception would be if the corporation could gain economic power by in-

creasing its agricultural production of a particular commodity. If the

corporation can achieve economic power so that it will have a major influence

on the price of inputs it purchases or the price of the product it sells,

it can reduce the risk or uncertainty by horizontal expansion. In the

industrial sector of the society we have seen this occur and with it the

new concept of "passing through." By being able to pass the increased price
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of input through to the consumer and controlling the market price, the

corporation is able to reduce its risk.

So far I have been discussing only the alternatives to the farm farm,

open-market sysetm of agriculture we have known in the past. I feel that

only governmental assistance will insure the survival of the family farm

as a major component of the production system. The reduction of market

risk in agriculture will not be a sufficient condition to insure survival

of the family farm in some semblance of an open market system, but it would

be a contributing factor. Certainly it would improve the quality of life

of many of the farmers as measured by need fulfillment. In the long run,

reduced uncertainty in agriculture would also make agricultural production

more attractive to corporations.

Reducing Risk in Agriculture 

Two courses of action appear necessary if the market risk in agriculture

is to be reduced. The first is necessary for all structures and is most

important. The second is important-primarily for family farmers. The gov-

vernment must develop a price maintenance mechanism insuring the farmer a

price for the commodities he produces which would guarantee covering the cost

of production, including a fair return on the investments and labor. This

will bring the government back into the storage and distribution of agri-

cultural commodities, since this mechanism will undoubtedly involve the

government in surplus storage. Much talk has centered recently upon the need

for world food reserves. The storage of such reserves would be compatible

with the involvement of the government in attempting to insure adequate prices

for the farmers.

Farmers at this time are rather reluctant to have the government be-

come involved again in the storage of grain with the potential of dumping
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the grain to drive the prices of the agriculture commodities back down

whenever t'ay are beginning to rise. Past experience suggests the alternative

carries as much risk as farmers currently face. The question arises as to

who will control this stored grain and how it will be determined, when to

purchase more grain and at what prices to sell grain from storage. Until

this crucial issue is determined, the farmers will not view the government

involvement as a risk reducing mechanism.

A second need to help reduce risk is the collection and rapid distri-

bution of sound marketing information. Currently family farmers are usually

the last segment in the food and fiber production and distribution system

to receive the information relevant to market prices. This stems primarily

from the fact that the remainder of the system, with the exception of the

consumer, is already controlled by large corporate interests. As noted

earlier, large corporations, which have relatively large resources from which

co draw, devote much of these resources to that of forecasting. Obviously,

individual family farmers cannot compete with these large corporations in

forecasting. If the farmily farm is to survive, the government must take

a larger role in assembling and disseminating the necessary information.

Summarizing the consequences for the structure of agriculture, I predict

that the increased risk will alter the family farm structure. If farmers

become active and organized we'll see collective bargaining as a new power

force in the food and fiber industry. If the farmers do not unite and coop-

erate together, we will likely see an increase in vertical integration

or in corporations moving into that segment of agriculture where they can

obtain a monopolistic power. A fourth alternative is that of government

intervention in the market structure. Regardless of which of these alter-

natives are followed, the suggestion is that risk will be reduced as
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monopolistic power increasingly substitutes for the waning competitive market

of agricultural products. The question is what Will be that source of power.

The implication of this power for the consumer is rather apparent.


